¡Buenos días!
to

medieval Spain
Take yourself on a quest for the treasures of the old Spanish aristocracy. With us, the Middle Ages
mean adventure at its best! But don’t worry, the dark ages will only really feel dark when you turn
out the light. Welcome to the “Castillo Alcazar”!
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Historical

Precious

The 4-star castle hotel “Castillo Alcazar” at a glance:

✤ 120 rooms and suites with many historical
details
✤ Fully air-conditioned themed & presidential
suites in the castle tower
✤ Panorama bar “Buena Vista Club”
✤ Dine like the nobility – at the long wooden
tables of the international buffet restaurant
“Castillo”
✤ Children’s water playground “Pueblo del Agua”
✤ Use the outdoor pool and wellness oasis
“Marrakesh” at the neighbouring themed hotel
“El Andaluz”
✤ Shared reception and lobby with the themed
hotel “El Andaluz”
✤ Free high-speed Internet
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Castillo
Alcazar
4-star castle hotel

Defiant battlements + stately vaulted ceilings
= the adventure of medieval Spain
Welcome to the Middle Age! The Spanish flag flies in the wind on the highest castle tower as you pass through the stone walls of the historical “Castillo Alcazar”.
The sumptuously rustic chambers offer something for all tastes: wooden beds
fit for a knight or romantic four-poster beds in the presidential suites for sweet
slumbers. Just tell the page or serving girl what you prefer! The children’s water
playground “Pueblo del Agua” is the place for daring battles and in the evening
you can enjoy a rich and convivial feast. While you are sipping a nightcap in the
panorama bar “Buena Vista Club”, your children are already asleep, dreaming
about the next quest under a ceiling decorated with coats of arms.
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Castle romance under the Spanish flag

FOR KNIGHTS
OF ALL AGES
Back to the Middle Age at the “Castillo Alcazar”
Do you know El Cid? No? He was the son of a minor Castilian noble
and a knight at the time of the Reconquista, the Christian reconquest
of the Iberian Peninsula. His successful conquests and his numerous
adventures made him into a national hero. His legendary sword can
still be admired in the cathedral in Burgos.

A new adventure
behind every door:
the 4-star “Castillo
Alcazar” castle
hotel combines the
MYSTICAL
MIDDLE AGE
with modern conveniences – offering
appropriately decorated
rooms with many
authentic details.

It’s a pity that you can no longer meet the popular caballero,
but you can follow in his footsteps! Enjoy the mysticism
and dark secrets of a medieval castle – combined
with all modern comforts and facilities.
The old Spanish Castillo looks down
at the Park landscape imposingly,
bringing the Middle Age back to
life. The 33-m battlements towers up
majestically and the armour on the walls
shines brilliantly, while the age-old beams and
hidden niches in the vaulted rooms quietly relate
adventure stories from bygone days. Bold wouldbe knights and dainty noblewomen only need to
listen closely!
Though time seems to have stood still a thousand
years ago, your journey back in time at the “Castillo
Alcazar” is as simple as it can be, for you can enjoy castle
romance under the Spanish flag almost on your doorstep.
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SLEEP

LIKE

NOBLE KNIGHTS

The 120 rooms and suites at the “Castillo Alcazar” cover eight floors. From
the second to the eighth floor are standard, “standard plus” and “Comfort” rooms.
On the ninth floor are “Deluxe” rooms and themed suites, and in the tower are
the presidential suites. Sleeping in any of these rooms is a real knightly pleasure.

Rustic but
comfortable:
Authentic stone tiles, a decorative
panelled ceiling, massive wooden
doors with cast iron hardware,
pillows decorated with coats of arms
and a four-poster bed for sweet
dreams – all available in the
presidential suite “Königin Isabel”.
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Suites

with a courtly feel
THEMED SUITES
The themed suites can accommodate up to four
gentlemen and ladies. They are named after
Christopher Columbus, discoverer of America, and
the Spanish Cardinal Mendoza. All themed suites
are air-conditioned with balcony and mini-bar. The
carefully chosen decorations give the chambers
a noble and courtly look.

PRESIDENTIAL SUITEs
The two presidential suites are situated in the
lofty castle tower. They each have three rooms –
a bedroom/living room with double bed, a further
room with a bunk bed and seating area as well as
the cosy tower room with double bed. Three rooms
also mean three flat-screen TVs, air conditioning,
balcony and mini bar.

ROOMS
Knightly touch

STANDARD ROOMS
STANDARD PLUS ROOMS
The standard rooms have a telephone and desk,
flat-screen TV and free high-speed Internet. They
are all non-smoking and can accommodate up to
five guests. The standard plus rooms also have an
attractive view of Europa-Park.

“COMFORT” ROOMS
The “Comfort” rooms have separate bedrooms
with double bed, a second TV and separate toilet.

“DELUXE” ROOMS
Designed for two people, the “Deluxe” rooms have
air conditioning, a small balcony and mini-bar.
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FEAST FIT FOR A KING
Tin tableware like pans, goblets and jugs hang from the ceiling, while large candles in heavy candlesticks
on the solid wood tables cast a mysterious glow. The red stone floor and dark wooden ceiling enhance the
authentic knightly atmosphere. Feasting in the buffet restaurant “Castillo” is a veritable joy!
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Medieval revels

FEASTING, CELEBRATING, REVELLING
Meat, fish and fruit galore

RESTAURANT “CASTILLO”:
What do knights actually eat?
It should be a hearty fare and
plentiful to give strength for the next
battle. A buffet is therefore the ideal
solution: trying out what takes your
fancy and eating as much of it as you
like. Do you agree? Then head for
the restaurant “Castillo” – right
in front of the moat.
Bar “BUENA VISTA CLUB”:
At the top of the tower, on the ninth
floor, is the panorama bar.
Old wooden beams on the ceiling,
a suit of armour, small wooden
horses, a Spanish monk and various
coats of arms whisk guests away to
the world of the Middle Age.

In the Middle Age – between the sixth and fifteenth centuries – there
were great differences in what the common people ate and what was
served in the castle. The nobles had the right to hunt and therefore
ate lots of meat such as wild boar, venison, rabbit and pheasant.
Fishing for freshwater fish was also the prerogative of the
nobility. In addition there were “higher” fruits – those picked
from trees, such as pears, apples, cherries and figs.
In contrast to present-day customs, sweet and savoury
dishes were eaten together – meat with stewed apple,
or meat casserole with herbs and dates. Large
banquets were also festive occasions, with guests
sitting at large tables eating, drinking, singing and
watching acrobats and jugglers.
We don’t know whether knights had trouble
fitting into their armour after these lavish meals.
Today, thank goodness, this is no longer a
problem – and you can therefore feast, drink
and, if you wish, sing in our buffet restaurant
to your heart’s content. El Cid and King Arthur
would have been envious if they had seen
the long solid wooden tables at the “Castillo”.
So just enjoy it – with all your senses!
Afterwards, how about a drink with a panoramic view?
From the roof terrace of the bar “Buena Vista Club” you
can see the whole of Europa-Park and the neighbouring
themed hotels. Gentlemen and ladies alike will enjoy the
delicious cocktails.
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